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BERR “Heat call for evidence” 

City wide piped heat supply option. Installed costs for pre-
insulated piped heat supply systems. Benefits and CO2 
footprints for different sources for piped heat compared to 
insulation measures.  Outline evaluation of Nuclear CHP to 
heat London from Sizewell in line with Energy Paper 35 
proposals. 

Conclusion. 

Piped heat supplies have been retrofitted to many cities in the world .  The prevalence 
of two piped wet heating systems with gas boilers that are time expired in the UK, 
together with a time expired local gas distribution system, provide a unique opportunity 
to install a piped heat distribution systems to replace the local gas distribution system 
whilst retaining the medium pressure gas system to supply 500kW CHP units at most 
local utility 500-750 and 1000 kVA transformers and substations to give very 
substantial reductions in CO2 emissions for the UK and to start to remove the UK’s 
dependency of our heat sector on imported gas from Russia. 

The CO2 and fuel savings from such a strategy will effectively double the utility and 
lifetime of gas, a scarce resource, and the world’s most valuable fuel for reducing CO2 
emissions globally.  

The costs per kW of heat load displaced from low CO2 piped heat supply, are lower 
than many insulation and other demand side measures.  Piped heat supplies thus offer 
the opportunity to exceed UK CO2 targets, at the same time as preserving our 
architectural heritage. 

Piped heat supply is the only system compatible with all low CO2 heat sources, whether 
biomass, solar heat stores or heat rejected in fossil or nuclear power generation that 
could heat our cities but which currently heats the environment. 

The economies of scale and the diversity of load that piped heat supplies from 500kW 
CHP benefit from compared to micro one kW CHP or fuel cell systems in each dwelling 
give the larger piped heat supply system significant practical control and maintenance 
benefits  as well as national balance of payment and other benefits.  A particularly 
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benefit of the larger CHP is its ability to use a standby fuel supply stored at each 
transformer in a way that will secure national heat and electricity supplies to all 
connected to the low voltage 415 Volt electricity distribution system served by the CHP 
from the transformer when the inevitable loss of supply in the event of disruption of 
either the vulnerable gas supply system and the much more vulnerable overhead 
electricity transmission and distribution systems. 

We commend the piped heat supply option and recommend that the system installed in 
the city of Odense in Denmark is used as a model for replication in the UK as 
thermodynamically it appears to be the most effective system in the world due to being 
low temperature 95C flow 45C return and directly connected.  

Introduction 

A variety of information from Orchard Partners London Ltd’s own work in retrofitting 
community heating and other work in the design of piped heat supply systems is 
provided.  Piped heat supplies are common for most larger buildings and for groups of 
buildings.  The concept can be readily applied to retrofitting cities as practised in many 
European countries.  The major benefit of such systems is that they can use the reject 
heat from electricity generation to decarbonise the heat sector in the city. 

Typically the reject heat from power generation has a fuel burn of between zero units of 
fuel per unit of heat when as an example motorists use reject heat from their engine to 
heat their car to less than one third of a unit of fuel per unit of heat when any large 
power station producing electricity is modified to reject heat at around 95C a 
temperature suitable to heat cities instead of around 30C where it is suitable for heating 
green houses and under floor heating for adjacent buildings. 

The CO2 savings using piped heat and the flexibility the system gives of using any heat 
source the savings will be very large if the proposed new nuclear power stations are 
built as Nuclear CHP.  There is no reason why this can not be done safely. 
Demineralised water used in piped heat supply systems can not carry radiation. 
Calder Hall is a UK is an example of a Nuclear fired CHP that operated safely for many 
years there are also examples abroad such as the town of Ignalina in Lithuania heated 
from the Ignalina nuclear facility. 

Information relating to costs of piped heat supply. 

The following costs are based on UK prices for current market conditions.  Costs would 
be expected to drop if the market expanded and there was more competition in the 
market place. 

Typical installation costs for piped heat infrastructure with current technology are based 
on pre-insulated steel pipe protected by polyethylene outer pipe and with alarm wires 
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installed to detect damage to outer pipe and water ingress to the insulation. 

The pipes are laid side by side in a trench.  Some newer piping systems install pipes one 
above the other and this system of installing pipes and the savings in the civil works and 
the trench width required is outlined. 

The following reflect the tenders and installed costs for recent projects designed by 
Orchard Partners London Ltd and subject to competitive tendering procedures.  It is 
known when international prices of piping installations are examined, that costs vary in 
different countries, and it may be worth BERR investigating costs in more mature piped 
heat supply countries, such as Finland and Denmark to assist their work. 

Examples of typical installation costs from competitive tenders and budget 
estimates. 

1. A typical local authority estate with 423 flats (actual installation cost split in heat
distribution network, riser pipes within blocks of flats, internal piping, radiators and
hot water provision within flats and heat generation equipment with CHP and the
cost of installing cables for potential own wire network to the blocks of flats in the
same trenches dug for the pre insulated piping).  The costs for the cables and their
sizes are stated in this report.

2. Replacement for an existing local authority piped heat distribution system see plans
of system installed.  The cost also included the cost of installing cables with the
pipes so that a local authority owned electricity supply system for residents can be
installed at a later date.

3. We have estimated the costs for installing piping in the streets in a way that would
preserve our architectural heritage.  This would be achieved by meeting CO2 targets
through the supply of piped heat instead of meeting the same targets through
external insulation, or internal insulation dry lining the external walls of rooms and
double glazing all the windows which has practical and aesthetic issues to address.

We have selected a typical row of Edwardian houses in a Conservation Area in
Wimbledon as a sample for this estimate

4. We have estimated what the cost might be to supply reject heat from a nuclear
power station Sizewell B or potentially a new Sizewell C to heat London.  A similar
sized pipe line at lower cost could be used to heat London from the proposed
upgraded Kingsnorth or other power stations along the Thames estuary.
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1 The retrofitting of an estate of typical local authority flats the 
Roupell Park Estate in Lambeth. 

The sample estate consists of 423 flats, built in the 1960 that were supplied by an old 
four pipe communal heating system that was served by old ordinary conventional pipes 
in ducts, parts of this piping system were in sound condition other parts were failing due 
to water ingress into the ducts, there being no real water penetration protection on the 
pipes, particularly where they were supported.  The current piping used for such 
projects in Europe, which uses pre-insulated piping protected with a plastic outer casing 
preventing water penetration the pipes being used in wet ground and for river crossings. 

The pipe is nowadays buried in the ground and this improves its thermal performance 
and protects it. 

The estate was renewed in a 4 phase programme and the picture below shows the estate 
and the new piping being installed in a trench.  

Figure 1: new pipes to serve 1960’s local authority estate 
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Figure 2: Plan showing main heat distribution pipes underground (green) and above ground (red) 

One should note that except for the re-use of the existing boilerhouse to house the new 
boilers, the renewal was actually much more expensive than a retrofit of a normal 
communal heating system, due to the fact that asbestos was found on the existing piping 
in the blocks of flat and under the floors, which meant that the old system had to be kept 
alive during the installation to keep heat on and that all the dwellings had to have new 
piping systems installed and new radiators. 

Normally we would expect to reuse existing pipes in blocks and design in such a way 
that we can get more heat through the old pipes. 

The new piping also had to be run on the outside of the blocks of flats.  Since this 
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project we have developed lower cost methods for running piping outside or inside 
blocks of flats to retrofit them. 

The existing system was an old four pipe system combined with a one pipe system to 
serve the radiators. 

City heating and nearly all domestic boiler installations use the modern two pipe system 
suitable for connection to city wide piped heat supply systems and which are suitable to 
maximise CO2 savings by connection to condensing boilers or condensing CHP.  The 
one pipe systems and three pipe and four pipe systems can also be connected but are not 
as efficient as two pipe systems. 

The costs including the stainless steel cladding used to protect for the external piping 
system to ensure a long life reflect when all costs are taken into account that the actual 
figures for this estate reflect the highest cost per dwelling or per kW of heat load 
supplied for the conversion of flats of similar density. 

As a result of our work, lower cost routes for retrofitting piping in existing buildings 
have been indentified and routes identified where pipes can be run either inside or 
outside properties.  These routes are associated with the location of piping services 
serving WCs, where pipes as part of the soil system run vertically and there is normally 
space either side of a WC installation near the outside wall of the building to run piping 
either internally or externally to the building.  We will be happy to discuss our 
developments using this route with officials. 

The following table shows the cost of each element and the cost per flat and per kW of 
(peak) heat load.  

Phase Total cost of 
phase

cost per 
flat

cost per 
kW heat 

load

new heat distribution mains  £   1,381,000  £   3,265  £      410 

new riser piping within 
blocks  £      500,000  £   1,182  £      149 

Total Heat distribution  £   1,881,000 £   4,447 £      559 

renewal of boilers  £      150,000 £      355 £        45 
new CHP plant  £      500,000  £   1,182  £      149 
new flat internals  £   1,725,000  £   4,078  £      512 

Sum Total, distribution, 
boilers, CHP plant and flat 
internals

 £   4,256,000  £ 10,061  £   1,264 

Figure 3: table showing cost for heat distribution of typical London Estate 
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We have found in assessing various options and comparing the economic benefits from 
alternative options in the heat sector that using a capital cost per kW of heat load is an 
effective means of identifying the least cost option when comparing different supply 
options and different demand side measures. 

The following chart shows the cost of demand side measures for reducing the heat load 
of existing blocks of flats by one kW using external insulation and double glazing as a 
demand side measure. 

The capital costs give an indication of the relative investments to achieve a particular 
level of CO2 displacement when analysed against the alternative existing sources of heat 
in existing or new buildings. 

By using the Orchard method of analysis for the heat and electrical footprints for heat 
and electricity from CHP, it is possible to readily model the effect of different options 
on the existing building stock. 

This method has been used for the development of national energy strategies for the 
heat sector for Ukraine, Lithuania, Belarus, Crimea, Kaliningrad and St Petersburg 
regions of Russia and for due diligence on city heating systems in Romania for EBRD.  
See paper on Orchard method and algorithm for the analysis of the joint products of 
heat and electricity from CHP.  See separate submission BERR Heat Call for Evidence 
“Orchard Method for analysis of CHP” 

There is a significant difference in the CO2 savings achieved by fabric insulation 
measures and investment in supply side measures of low CO2 piped heat supply. 

CHP gives carbon savings on all the buildings’ heat loads, the external fabric heat load, 
the ventilation heat load and the domestic hot water load.  Insulation and double glazing 
only address one element of that heat load, the bricks and mortar, windows, doors and 
roofs known as the fabric load. 

Use of the heat from CHP when it replaces other forms of heating (electric, gas etc) 
means these fuel and energy sources are no longer needed and the result is large carbon 
savings.  Currently the assessment of the benefits of using piped heat in CHPQA does 
not recognise the fact that the piped heat displaces electric heating, a high CO2 emitter.  
This should be evaluated and changed.  See separate submission BERR Heat Call for 
Evidence CHPQA Combined Heat and Power Quality Assurance A critique of its 
current structure and recommendations for change. 

The following chart compares the capital cost per kilowatt of heat load displaced for 
double glazing, fabric insulation, and the capital cost of a CHP unit that might feed an 
existing piped heat installation.  
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In this case the CHP is merely retrofitted into an existing boiler house and the system 
itself is already one of the many two pipe systems commonly used for heating large 
buildings, small buildings and domestic flats and housing. 
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Figure 4: Chart showing capital cost of different CO2 displacement measures 

 
The capital costs from the chart for insulation can be compared to the capital costs in 
figures 3, 5 for low CO2 piped heat supplies, and whatever investment in heating 
systems and their replacement, would need to be considered in addition to the insulation 
measures. 
 
The table above shows that the capital cost of carrying heat from the boiler/CHP plant 
to the flats is around £4,500 per flat or around £550 per kW connected. 
 
As part of the installation of new underground pipes, cables were installed to enable the 
later installation of a private wire network from the CHP unit to all 423 dwellings.  The 
power cables were installed together with communication cables (between 20 and 40 
pairs per section) and category 5 network cables (between one and five per section – 
one dedicated cable per block).  The intent of the control cables is to be in a position to 
actively control the heat and electricity loads in the dwellings, and use a potential heat 
store capability of the novel domestic hot water units, on account of their ability to 
stratify. 
 
The total cost of the cable installation amounted to £23k.  The following table shows the 
size and lengths of the power cables installed.  The power cables are installed but not 
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connected yet to the EDF 200 amp intakes at the end of each block, as they will be used 
to address the regulatory failure issue that distorts the current market, where it appears 
to be beneficial, to install a duplicate own wire system instead of using the exisitng 
wires in the ground. 
This regulatory failure that results in own wire networks is an issue we recommend 
should be evaluated as part of the heat sector work. 

size of four core 
power cables 

[mm2]

Length of Sections 
[m]

240+240 65
185 200
120 85
95 20

Figure 5 Size of power cables installed  
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2 Heat distribution system for another estate 

As a double check the cost of the heat distribution system of another, similar local 
authority estate was compared to example one: 

Phase Total cost of 
phase

cost per 
flat

cost per 
kW heat 

load

new heat distribution mains  £      600,000  £   1,418  £      178 

Figure 6: Cost of Heat distribution system of a typical local authority estate 

This cost was just to renew the piping system from the boiler house, to the blocks of 
flats, and gives an indication of what the costs are for this element only, and can be 
compared to the cost of £410 per kW for the Roupell Park Estate. 

These costs include an on cost as the contractor who quoted was a subcontractor. 

A plan of the pipes as installed, the lengths of pipes and their sizes is shown in the 
following two figures. The work also included connections into the boiler house and 
valve locations for connection of the pipework into the block to connect the flats. 

Figure 7: Plan of underground piping 
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Figure 8: Table showing different pipe sizes and type of installation for each section of pipe 
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3 Typical area of Edwardian semi-detached houses. 

As an example for a less dense area, a typical residential area has been selected.  It is 
assumed that the area consists of semi-detached houses, with a typical heating and hot 
water load of 24kW each.  Each row of houses is assumed to consist of 12 double-
houses (48 houses in total per road), and is fed by a sub-branch, which feeds 16 of these 
rows (8 streets).  10 of these sub-branches are then fed by a main branch, which 
therefore serves 48 x 8 x 10 = 3840 houses with a total load of 92MW. 

Figure 9: typical London Road with semi-detached houses 

A part of the sample area is shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 10: Sample area with semi-detached houses 

The following table shows the estimated costs for such a network. 

Section connections rows sub-
branches branches

e.g. detached
house

e.g. one side of
a small road

e.g. one side
of larger road

e.g. one side
of a main road

2 12 16 10
houses per 
connection

connections per 
row of houses

rows per sub-
branch

sub-branches 
per branch

number of houses 2 24 384 3840
total load of this section [kW] 48 576 9,216 92,160

distance between connections [m] 12.5 30 50

length of section [m] 12 150 480 500

Pipe Size [DN] 25 65 200 500
Cost of each Section 7,428£         109,650£          601,440£     1,332,000£   

Cost of section per house 
connected 3,714£          4,569£         1,566£          347£        

Cost of section per kW connected 155£       190£     65£        14£    

cost of section and all sections 
"closer to consumer" per house 3,714£          8,283£         9,849£          10,196£         

cost of section and all sections 
"closer to consumer" per kW 155£       345£            410£       425£        

Figure 11: Table showing cost of each element of the network serving semi-detached houses 
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Whilst the individual house connections cost about £7.4k (£3.7k per house) the DN65 
pipe serving the rows of houses cost £110k (£4.5k per house), the next pipe up serving 
these rows cost about £600k (£1.6k per house) and the main branch will cost about 
£1.3M (£350 per house connected). 

The following table shows the total costs and costs per house and connected kW of heat 
load for different sizes of networks.  The size of the network (see different columns) 
could develop and start with several small ones, connected to local say 500kW CHP 
units until there is a sufficiently big load to invest in a larger pipe which could transport 
reject heat from a large power plant. 

Network 
consisting of 

one row of 
houses

Network 
consisting of 
two rows of 
houses (e.g. 

one small road)

Network 
consisting of 

one sub-branch 
(e.g. 16 rows or 
8 small roads)

Network 
consisting of 

one large 
branch with 10 
sub-branches 
(e.g. 80 small 

roads)

number of houses 24 48 384 3840
connected load [kW] 576 1,152 9,216 92,160

cost of network
a) house connections 89,136£            178,272£          1,426,176£       14,261,760£     
b) sections for rows of houses 109,650£          219,300£          1,754,400£       17,544,000£     
c) sections for sub-branches N/A N/A 601,440£          6,014,400£       
d) sections for branches N/A N/A N/A 1,332,000£       
total cost of network 198,786£          397,572£         3,782,016£      39,152,160£    

cost per house 8,283£              8,283£        9,849£              10,196£      
cost per kW connected 345£          345£           410£          425£           

Figure 12: Table showing costs of sub networks 

The estimates for this work were based on prices for straight pipe and hard dig and it is 
assumed that the piping and its tees would be prefabricated before delivery to site as 
part of a major installation programme and would not site be site assembled thus 
reducing the number of site welds required. 
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4 Pipeline from Sizewell to London 

An indicative calculation was carried out to look at the economic viability of carrying 
heat from the Sizewell power plant to London.  For this example it was assumed that the 
plant is rejecting 2100MW of heat and that this heat would be piped to the centre of 
London, which is 140km (about 80 miles) away. 

No preinsulated pipe of this diameter has been made so we obtained figures for piping 
installed by the water industry and suitable for cold water. 

The figures thus may be underestimated however the pipes are lined pipes for raw water 
that is corrosive and the heating water would not require lined pipes. 

We recommend that the cost of such lines is evaluated in greater detail. 

Cost per metre of DN2000 pipe [£/km]  £      7,000,000 
distance [km] 140
total cost of pipeline £  980,000,000 

connected load [kW]          2,200,000 
cost per [kW]  £               445 

number of flats that could be connected (assuming 
9kW per flat)             244,444 

cost per typical flat connected £            4,009 

number of Edwardian semi-detached houses that 
could be connected (assuming 24kW per house)              91,667 

cost per typicall house connected  £           10,691 

Assumed annual heat supplied (8760h operation 
as base load supply) [GWh]              19,272 

annual capital payment, assuming public sector 
real rate of returns and a lifetime of 30 years 
(resulting in a discount factor of 18.39)

       53,289,831 

Cost of pipeline per GWh delivered £            2,765 
cost of pipeline per kWh delivered [pence per 
kWh] 0.28 p

Figure 13: cost of 2m diameter pipeline from Sizewell to central London 

The table shows, that the pipeline would cost around £900 million, which would 
represent a cost of about £400 per kW or between 3 and 9 thousand pounds per 
dwelling. 

Given the very low marginal cost of heat from nuclear power and its very low CO2 
overhead and the benefit to the environment if reject heat from nuclear power can be 
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used to heat cities as evaluated in Energy Paper 35 this option warrant consideration in 
conjunction with the option to supply heat from fossil fuel power plant such as 
Kingsnorth. 

5 Connection to and retrofitting exisitng housing and flats. 

We will also supply in confidence techniques for the retrofitting and controlling heat 
supplies to buildings to allow existing radiator systems to be converted from their 
current design parameters to parameters suited to city wide heat supply systems 
returning water to be reheated at much lower temperatures compatible with condensing 
operation of CHP. 
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6 Opportunities to reduce installation costs of piped heat supplies. 
 
This appendix is included as it discusses a possible method for laying pipes at lower 
cost and with less disruption to streets.  It illustrates that there is potential for the district 
heating industry to learn from the gas and water industries who cut as narrow a trench 
as possible to minimise cost. 
 
Pipe over pipe configuration and a self levelling backfill (pea gravel) instead of sand, to 
reduce the need for operatives to enter trenches and cut costs of installation compared to 
normal side by side installation of piping. 
 
Methods using sand as a backfill material support the piping on sand bags for levelling 
it.  Then when further sand is added to support lengths of pipe between sand bags, this 
material has to be compacted because it is not self levelling and will not automatically 
flow around the pipe to provide support. 
 
A sufficient trench width is therefore required for men to get into the trench to position 
the sand bags, adjust pipe levels and tamp down and compact the backfill sand.  The use 
of pea gravel as a backfill material, because it is self levelling does not require tamping 
automatically, because it runs around and under pipes to fill voids. 
 
Use of pea gravel thus allows the use of narrower trenches compared to the use of sand.  
The method of construction using sand means that the sand bags are used to level the 
pipes in the trench before welding.  The weld is inspected and tested in the trench and 
subsequently the joints in the outer casing are made in the trench.  Because pea gravel is 
self levelling, there is no reason why long lengths of pipe could not be assembled, 
welded and tested above ground supported from temporary slings over the trench.  The 
pipes then could be lowered into position within a void trench, and the slings adjusted 
so that the pipes run horizontally, or to falls as required being suspended in air in the 
trench by the slings. 
 
The use of pea gravel, because it is self levelling, should not require supports being laid 
in the trench for the pipe to rest on before the pipe is lowered, as is required for sand.  
The pea gravel backfill can then be poured in either side of the pipe or pipes suspended 
by the slings and will form a natural support to the pipe flowing round the pipe and 
filling all voids, particularly if vibrated into position. 
 
The method of installation could be used for either a single pipe, with a second pipe 
then being installed using the same method over the first pipe, or there is no reason why 
two pipes, one positioned above the other, using slings, should not be backfilled at the 
same time.  The slings can then either be withdrawn from around the pipes or made of a 
material which was not biodegradable, so that in the event of any subsequent 
excavation, the slings can be reused to support and lift the pipe out of the trench. 
 
The self levelling pea gravel backfill material can be readily sucked out from around the 
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pipes using vacuum removal techniques should it be necessary to investigate the pipes 
at a later date.  A benefit of this method of construction is that with a mechanically dug 
trench there is no reason for operatives to get into the trench thus increasing safety and 
possibly avoiding shuttering costs. 
 
As an alternative to pea gravel, a naturally available backfill product, or other 
manufactured backfill products, with appropriate characteristics for support of the 
piping system and improved insulating properties can be used.  The pea gravel has other 
advantages over sand as a backfill as sand requires a settlement period before final 
reinstatement.  Use of pea-gravel does not settle and gives further advantages for this 
proposed method of construction.  The narrow trench also provides the opportunity for 
simple protection of the trench to prevent persons damaging the trench wall as its 
narrow profile allows low cost boarding or narrower metal plates to be used to cover 
and protect the trench. 
 
Whilst Orchard Partners London Ltd recognise that their proposed methods outlined 
above reflect a novel approach to the installation of piping for the industry, and that 
there would be initial set up costs for the development of the support and proposed sling 
system for fabrication of pipes above ground, the potential benefits will be a cleaner, 
faster and superior system due to the benefit of making, testing, and inspecting most 
welded and casing joints above ground instead of in trenches. 
 
Note Orchard Partners London require class one welding and close inspection of all 
welds, and do not as a result require a hydraulic test on the piping prior to installation.  
The leak detection system being used to detect any leaks with repairs carried out at no 
cost to the contract. 
 
The following sketch illustrates the difference in the civil works for the pipe over pipe 
and pipe beside pipe configurations for the same depth of cover. 
 
There is a trend towards installing pipes with less than 500 mm cover and our current 
view is that a pipe over pipe system can be designed an installed with minimal cover 
thus avoiding the 500 depth of cover that results in clashes with other services that 
would not apply if little or no cover was required. 
 
We consider that with an R and D programme costs of installing piping can be reduced 
by around £300 per metre. 
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Figure 14: Pipe over pipe installation and pipe beside pipe installation 
 

 Unit 
Pipe over 
pipe 
installation 

Pipe beside 
pipe 
installation 

Comparison pipe 
over pipe to pipe 
beside pipe 
installation [%] 

Assumptions for main pipes: 
Pre-insulated Pipes:  DN 150 DN 150  
OD of Pipe [mm] 160 160  
Width of main trench [m] 0.32 0.66 + 106 % 
Depth of main trench [m] 1.075 0.985 - 8.3 % 
Area of main trench per 
metre of length [m2] 0.32 0.66 + 105 % 

Volume to be excavated per 
m of length for main trench [m3] 0.344 0.650 + 89 % 

Assumptions for pipes branching off: 
Pre-insulated Pipes:  DN 80 DN 80  
OD of Pipe [mm] 160 160  
Clearance bottom: [mm] 35 35  
sides [mm] 35 35  
Between branch pipes [mm] 70 70  
     

Width of branch trench [m] 0.23 0.46 + 100 % 
Depth of branch trench [m] 0.925 0.695 - 25 % 
Area of branch trench per 
metre of length [m2] 0.23 0.46 + 100 % 

Volume to be excavated per 
m of length for branch trench [m3] 0.213 0.320 + 50 % 
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7. Typical Pipe Installation costs per metre for double pipes installed side by side 
for different pipe sizes and underground conditions.  2008 figures from pipe 
installation companies.  Note straight pipe.  Extra for bends valves etc. 
 

Pipe Size 
[DN]

Mechanical 
Installation 
Costs only

Civils in 
"Soft 
Dig"

Civils in 
"Hard 
Dig"

Total 
Installation 

Costs   
"Soft Dig"

Total 
Installation 

Costs 
"Hard Dig"

25           244.00£      225.00£  375.00£  469.00£    619.00£    
32           245.00£      225.00£  375.00£  470.00£    620.00£    
40           266.00£      225.00£  375.00£  491.00£    641.00£    
50           298.00£      230.00£  385.00£  528.00£    683.00£    
65           331.00£      240.00£  400.00£  571.00£    731.00£    
80           361.00£      260.00£  435.00£  621.00£    796.00£    

100         415.00£      280.00£  470.00£  695.00£    885.00£    
125         501.00£      295.00£  490.00£  796.00£    991.00£    
150         631.00£      320.00£  535.00£  951.00£    1,166.00£  
200         678.00£      345.00£  575.00£  1,023.00£ 1,253.00£  
250         863.00£      365.00£  610.00£  1,228.00£ 1,473.00£  
300         931.00£      390.00£  650.00£  1,321.00£ 1,581.00£  
350         1,038.00£   410.00£  685.00£  1,448.00£ 1,723.00£  
400         1,162.00£   435.00£  720.00£  1,597.00£ 1,882.00£  
500         1,871.00£   475.00£  793.00£  2,346.00£ 2,664.00£  
600         2,102.00£   525.00£  875.00£  2,627.00£ 2,977.00£  
700         2,838.00£   580.00£  970.00£  3,418.00£ 3,808.00£  

 
Figure 15: typical installation cost per meter of pipe (flow and return pipe) 

 

Note carrying capacity rises as a square law so 50 mm pipe costing £683 carries four times the heat 
of a 25mm pipe costing £619. 

 
8 Conclusion. 
Piped heat supplies have been retrofitted to many cities in the world .  The prevalence 
of two piped wet heating systems with gas boilers that are time expired in the UK, 
together with a time expired local gas distribution system, provide a unique opportunity 
to install a piped heat distribution systems to replace the local gas distribution system 
whilst retaining the medium pressure gas system to supply 500kW CHP units at most 
local utility 500-750 and 1000 kVA transformers and substations to give very 
substantial reductions in CO2 emissions for the UK and to start to remove the UK’s 
dependency of our heat sector on imported gas from Russia. 
 
The CO2 and fuel savings from such a strategy will effectively double the utility and 
lifetime of gas, a scarce resource, and the world’s most valuable fuel for reducing CO2 
emissions globally.  
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The costs per kW of heat load displaced from low CO2 piped heat supply, are lower 
than many insulation and other demand side measures.  Piped heat supplies thus offer 
the opportunity to exceed UK CO2 targets, at the same time as preserving our 
architectural heritage. 
 
Piped heat supply is the only system compatible with all low CO2 heat sources, whether 
biomass, solar heat stores or heat rejected in fossil or nuclear power generation that 
could heat our cities but which currently heats the environment. 
 
The economies of scale and the diversity of load that piped heat supplies from 500kW 
CHP benefit from compared to micro one kW CHP or fuel cell systems in each dwelling 
give the larger piped heat supply system significant practical control and maintenance 
benefits  as well as national balance of payment and other benefits.  A particularly 
benefit of the larger CHP is its ability to use a standby fuel supply stored at each 
transformer in a way that will secure national heat and electricity supplies to all 
connected to the low voltage 415 Volt electricity distribution system served by the CHP 
from the transformer when the inevitable loss of supply in the event of disruption of 
either the vulnerable gas supply system and the much more vulnerable overhead 
electricity transmission and distribution systems. 
 
We commend the piped heat supply option and recommend that the system installed in 
the city of Odense in Denmark is used as a model for replication in the UK as 
thermodynamically it appears to be the most effective system in the world due to being 
low temperature 95C flow 45C return and directly connected.  
 
W R H Orchard MA(Oxon) MBA CEng FIMechE MCIBSE MIEE FEI 
Managing Director 
Orchard Partners London Ltd March 2008 
 


